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Mark’s Musings (Editors comments sounded too grand!)
A happy new year to you all and I hope you had a good Christmas. I assume you all feasted on turkey and fiddleheads, My
wife and I were out for both main meals so, although the turkey was present, I am afraid I had to make do with the traditional veg. Maybe next year!
I had a good response from the first issue, with a couple of suggestions on how to make it more professional, which I will
endeavour to action. Several of you noticed my variation in spelling of “Richard Kayse”. I would like to blame Microsoft
but that would be unfair. I didn't spot it when I read through so my excuses are: a – All my school reports said “must learn
to spell better” and I am still learning, or, b (my favourite)- As Dr Johnson said: “it’s a poor man that can only spell a word
one way”. Please refer to this for any you spot here or in future editions.
I have added a new section to this issue, which I hope you will use—a Help/ID area. If you have a cultivar that you need
identified or have bred/found one that you think is of interest, send me a photo and a few words and I will include it. I am
starting off with one of my own that I thought I had identified but now have doubts about.

Classic Variety.
Polystichum setiferum ‘Plumosum Bevis’.
Originally thought to be a form of P. aculeatum and named as ‘Pulcherrimum Bevis’, it was quickly realised that it was a
Plumosum (by Wollaston). It was found in a Dorset * lane in 1876, by a farm labourer named John Bevis, who gave it to
Dr Wills.
As everyone who grows this plant knows, which I assume is all of you, it is a very beautiful plant, large, with mainly upright glossy, dark green fronds with a wonderfully plaited effect at the frond and pinnae tips. It is very generous with its
frond production, sadly not so with its spore production!
I was given a tip a little while ago (apologies to who told me and to who advised them, I have forgotten both names) that
it is much easier to see the developing spore cases early in the year, while they are light green against the dark green
fronds, than trying to spot them when ripe. The difficulty here is remembering where you saw them several months later
or finding a way to mark the frond. If you have any suggestions let me know and I will put them in the next edition. I will
certainly be looking at my plants early in the coming season as I would love to try some spores.
Today there seem to be several clones of Bevis around. When the group met at Savill Gardens ,where they have several
large plantings, we noticed subtle differences and an interesting conversation ensued around possible genetic reasons, a
lot of which I must admit went over my head. I am waiting to see an article in The Pteridologist explaining this. The gist
though ,seemed to be that the differences could be due to the fact that there are many micropropogated plants around
today, plus the possibility that some “normal” plants from the occasional spore sowings might have got onto the market
as original clones.
Following are some photos, by me, of some of my plants. Unfortunately my main plant has, again, been rolled all over by
a fox or badger and so the fronds are all broken and bent, so no photo of this one. They seem to do this most winters,
but only on this plant.

This first photo is one I was given by Gert-Jan which
originally looked very different, so much so that I didn't think it was Bevis. It is now producing more typical
fronds (unfortunately?).
It will be interesting to see how it develops over the
next few years.

The photo on the right shows the frond of a micropropagated plant I bought as a pot full from a local
nursery a few years ago.
There were around 20 crowns, many very small, so I
split them up, sadly I lost quite a few, but had sufficient survivors to give a few away and also plant 3
or 4 in the garden.

One had a ramose frond (the main reason I bought
the pot) but has not produced any more since.

This third is from a crown from Julian’s plant
which he gave me to compare with my original, large clump, as he felt there were some
differences. At present the two are so different in size it is difficult to compare them, but
we shall see. Julian has a big clump of my
original so is in a better position to compare
them— future follow-up article Julian??

* Both Martin Rickard’ Plantfinder Guide and Sue Olsen’s Encyclopedia of Garden Ferns state Devon but Dyce’s
Polystichum Cultivars and Druery’s British Ferns and their Varieties state Dorset. I have gone with Druery and Dyce
as those closest in time to the event, much as I hate to go against Martin and Sue, especially as they are in a position to shout at me!

A response to my little Polypody rant.
As I expected my little rant on the naming of the Southern Polypody did not go un-noticed. Dr Rumsey sent me a long email,
which he has kindly re-written to allow me to publish here, which I happily do:
Following Mark’s provocative comments in the last newsletter I felt compelled to respond. The following is a slightly more
considered version of that counter-rant!
I agree that the situation with Polypodium cambricum isn’t ideal but it is a necessary consequence of following a well
worked and easily understood rule, that of priority. For most botanists throughout the range of this species there is no confusion as they will not be aware of the particular extreme form/mutant for which the epiphet was coined. I really think this is
only an issue now for a few horticultural growers. Any move to replace the name would need to demonstrate that its use is
invalid, e.g. the sterile mutant constitutes a specifically distinct taxon, or the path of formal rejection must be followed.
There have to be clear and defined grounds for this – not just “well we don’t like it!”. The proposal to reject and replace the
name must show that its use is disadvantageous and what the confusion is. To gain support for its acceptance when voted
on one must generally show that an alternative name, or a name which might prove a source of confusion, has been used
more extensively in the literature. On these grounds I would not advocate a return to the name australe as this was only
really in general currency for less than 30 years, hitherto everything being treated as vulgare – so we’ve actually had a cambricum world for longer than an australe one and the current generation of young botanists know only it as a name. Bringing
back australe now really would create even more confusion and changes.
You seem to be labouring under a misconception over the purpose of names and specific delimitation. Names both seek to
successfully identify and define but through our hierarchical system also try to capture relationships and reflect evolutionary
processes. In trying to do these disparate things Nomenclature and Taxonomy can be somewhat at odds, as we try to apply
rigid rules to an imperfect biological world with blurred boundaries.

Your sentence “Species names are supposed to delineate species, i.e. the total population of an organism that is capable of
successfully reproducing” for me was fine until we get to the bit I’ve italicised. The debate as to what constitutes a species
dwarves even the hubbub over “cambricum” but there is no actual requirement for a species to successfully ( and here I assume you mean sexually) reproduce – yes it generally will or else it won’t survive long enough for someone to notice it and
name it, but it isn’t an absolute requirement. A biological species concept, which is what I think you are espousing, in which
interbreeding is a necessity, works fairly well in most cases but doesn’t work in all. I remember as a student being presented
with the situation where a particularly widespread species may have individuals from each end of its broad range that if mated would be inviable but crossing was quite possible between each adjacent stepwise set of populations. There are countless
examples of other taxa which reproduce only asexually and yet otherwise behave as “good” species.
It is because a name must encompass the total population that we can end up with a very extreme example becoming the
type. I know that Martin has pushed the line that “Richard Kayes” is distinct enough to warrant a separate name to get cambricum restricted to that… it certainly would seem to be distinctive at several levels, although morphologically it is just one
end of a series linked to the typical. It seems to have a lower DNA content – again a possible consequence of a mutational
loss that affects both growth pattern and fertility, which were it not a long-lived individual would cause its demise- but that
doesn’t make it a different species. Someone is still Homo sapiens even if they don’t possess a second copy of a particular
chromosome, or have significant deletions from chromosomes (eg. Turner’s Syndrome, Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome, Jacobsen syndrome, etc.) although these losses do cause morphologically discriminable changes.
We wouldn’t choose material of cv Richard Kayse to typify P. cambricum today if we had the choice – but we don’t and we
have to live with it.
I know that Martin and others will never accept this and that’s fine…
There are several points here that I was not aware of, and, of course, take on board. I know ring species cause taxonomic
problems and, when I used to grow the South African Succulents: Haworthia, the situation with some with these was so bad
that one of the botanists involved was arguing for dropping the whole Linnaean system altogether! I must try to find out
how that is going now, I suspect badly.
Continued on the next page

Continued

As the botanical side of ferning have no confusion with the name as cambricum, I have another suggestion that, to use one of my
least liked bits of management speak, I am going to run up the flagpole to see if anyone wants to salute it.
The Cambricum variety is the plumose form of Polypodium, so perhaps the horticultural side of ferning could use this, if allowable in
the code, instead of Cambricum, so our varieties would become Polypodium cambricum Plumosum ‘Richard Kayse’, P. c Plumosum
‘Barrowii’ etc. This removes any confusion and, I feel is more descriptive, I always feel the word “Plumosum” is one of those words
that sounds like what it describes (I cannot remember the correct term) like the word “plop”. Anyway, that’s hopefully the end of my
Polypodium stirring for a while.
At least it gives us predominately “Cultivarists” something to discuss, on field trips while the predominately “Speciesists” are arguing
over which taxa of the Dryopteris affinis group is in front of us!

New Cultivars

Article and photos by Julian Reed
Mark asked me for something on new cultivars,
so here are a couple of Polypodium growing in
my garden
Polypodium vulgare Cornubiense Grandiceps
clone 2 jr’s is a working name as no proper name
has been given it as yet.
It is very similar to My Precious but is more vigorous and holds itself very well. It started life as a
sport from bifido cristatum but is remarkably
stable but I do remove any rogue frond, as, like
all of this group, it is prone to send different
fronds out, and if left, like variegated plants the
poorer fronds slowly take over.
It seems much easier than ‘My precious’ to grow.
As Angela from Fibrex pointed out ‘My Precious’
is a week grower. (But still a fabulous plant—Mark)

The other is a sporeling off Polypodium
cambricum Pulcherrimum Trippitt it is
one out of over 30 plants I grew on and
was potted up for Hampton Court show
as at the time it was looking good and
had a certain something that calls out to
me. If it continues to be so nice and
develops even more it might be worth
naming, at present it is just named clone
20.

Mr Bob Trippitt originally produced Pulcherrimum Trippitt in the 1970s. Martin
describes it as sparingly fertile but when
grown in full sun it produces lots of spore
but is shy in shade, as he points out .
It will not be long now before ferning
starts in earnest
Happy ferning
Julian

Help/ID corner.

Still Present and Correct

Many years ago, not long after I started seriously growing ferns, I had a
few “weeds” come up in sowings of Dryopteris filix-mas Cultivars.
I had no idea what they were, but liked them so grew several on and planted them out. Some years later I came to the conclusion that they were
Decomposita’s. as this was never challenged by any visitors to my garden
during fern meetings etc. I was happy I had named them correctly. However, very recently whilst looking at the Jones Nature Prints CD, I took a longer look and realised that my plant does not match see below:

Martin Rickard contacted me straight
after reading the first newsletter to confirm that, as of Autumn 2016 Polypodium
cambricum Richard Kayse was still growing at Dinas Powys as seen at a S.W. BPS
meeting.

Pinnae

Frond centre section
Mark Border
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As you can see, the Jones Nature Print is very different,
the pinnae taper more, the pinnules seem to be stalked
and are, themselves much longer and tapered. My plant
has much more straight sided pinnules which, rather
than taper, have a slight bulge at the tips and a bit of a
curl inwards.

So my question to you all is, if its not Decomposita,
what do we think it is?
Whatever the decision, this is a very good plant, open
and, I would say, refined. Not a term usually used when
Dryopteris filix-mas is being discussed.
I have, in the past, given out sporelings from this and, I
believe, sent spores to the exchange, so if any of you
are going to need to re-write your labels, my apologies

Crop from BPS Publication: Jones Nature Prints CD.

Till next time, all the best and, if you have anything for the
next edition, please send it to me. Mark

